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Overview
WHY DID WE DO THIS? WHAT’S AN ESCAPE 

ROOM?
ACCESSIBLY 

CONSIDERATIONS 
AWARENESS TRAINING 

THOUGHTS

OUR ESCAPE ROOM GOALS FOR OUR 
AGENCY

GAMIFIED CYBER 
SECURITY AWARENESS

EMPLOYEE FEEDBACK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problem: Users hate security training.Users hate PowerPoint presentations.Trying to engage the user base about security.



Why do we do 
this?

Active vs Passive 
Learning

DRIVERS ED = MANDATORY DEFENSIVE DRIVER 
TRAINING = PUNISHMENT

BUMPER CARS = FUN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well, we have a problem.  Most security training can be really dry.  How can we expect them to remember stuff when most people try learn just enough?  Our goal was to go from passive learning, driver’s ed and defensive driving, to more of an active experience.  One that our gamers would hopefully rememberOur goal of this project was to find a way to engage both technical and non-technical users. It’s our belief that putting users in an active learning situation causes them to hold on what they learned longer, and creating memorable experiences. it’s just better way to learn



What is an 
Escape Room?

: a game in which participants confined to 
a room or other enclosed setting (such as 
a prison cell) are given a set amount of 
time to find a way to escape (as by 
discovering hidden clues and solving a 
series of riddles or puzzles).

-Merriam Webster Definition



Accessibility 
SIGHT SOUND

COLOR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Right out of the gate our first hurdle.  Accessibility.  TWC is committed to making its information resources as accessible as possible.With that in mind, we had to make sure that all the escape room puzzles were as accessible as we could make them. We worked with our accessibility team to fine tune our escape room, without losing the difficulty. Sight: Vision Impaired We made all posters, decoys and clues in both page sized handouts and electronic form. We had all documentation available on a secondary laptop with JAWS (computer screen reader program for Microsoft Windows).  As facilitators, we always available to read anything that was requested, but in most cases one of the team members would read for them, or the gamers would use their phone to magnify words.  We plan on including braille versions of all materials for events like this.Sound: (Hearing Impaired) While we did have sound elements in the game, we ended up removing any puzzles that had sound elements.  And thirdly Color: To account for colorblindness.  We made sure any color clues not only had the color, but also the word for the color.



Things You May Already Know

Games are fun. Data breaches are 
continuing to grow.

Users on the frontlines 
are most vulnerable. Not enough training.  



Misconceptions

• Instead, they are our first line of defense! 

“End users are the problem.”

• A great way to test what users have learned.
• Allows for mixed division team building. 

“Escape rooms are a waste of time.”

• Investing a small budget can save you thousands in a 
potential breach. 

“You won’t get a ROI on an escape room.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your employees will always be your largest exposure.  You can surround your agency with all the technology in the world, but that still won’t stop every breach.  Training your employees is the only solution.  It will always be a human that clicks that link.We found that the Escape room was a great way to test employee’s knowledge. It allowed for team building while testing their security skills. It also allowed us to “hear” how teams handle security threats and phishing emails. Story: We had users helping each other identifying phishing emails.  We had users show other users on what to look for.  We heard one gamer pointed out that emails don’t come from @fbi.gov.com to the others in the group.ROI: We believe that with spending $100(which was our budget for the room) or less, you can reach of 100’s of users by providing active learning in a controlled environment.  This training could save you millions in potential data breaches.



The Scenario

• A disgruntled ex-employee has 
infiltrated TWC.

• They have begun collecting data 
from the agency. 

• Mission: Find the USB with the 
collected information. 



The Escape Room Setup

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We did have access to a large conf. room, but this could have been accomplished in any office.  You’ll notice that we kept it simple.  On the left, you’ll notice a sign in sheet for recording attendance. This is where users were given the scenario and rules for the escape room. Being held in October, you’ll notice the Halloween theme.  And A big timer on the wall.On the right here’s inside the escape room.  We hung up sheets to partition off the area between the game and the registration. This gave us a room that they could escape from. This gave us the ability to hear have well the game progressed without us being in the room.  We were also able to hear when the teams needed help and would prompt them to use a hint.  Portability; just keep in mind that we needed to make this ER portable. 



Contents of our 
Escape Room Kit

• Folder that included Scenario 
and Rules

• Hint Cards
• Information for puzzles 1,2, 

and 3
• Laptop
• Posters
• Decoys
• USB's
• Pouch with Lock attached
• Timer
• UV light/Pens



Time and 
Penalties

• 30 minutes time slots
• 20 minute timer for game

• +1 minute  penalty card
• +2 minute  penalty card



Math: A Fan 
Favorite



Locked pouch 
containing password

+       +        = 10

+         = 8

Solve Math

Use Math 
Answer to Unlock Pouch

Admin

?????

Use password
get to emails

Look through email
to find the one non phishing email

Escape Room Look through REAL email
For the REAL code

Use cipher to 
decode
the code

Code:
ASDFGHJKLQ

Pick the REAL USB

FAKE CODE

FAKE CODE

REAL CODE

FAKE CODE

Plug in the 
correct USB to find out
If you are correct

Decode Poster

2 mins

3 mins

2 mins

8mins

2 mins

3 mins

0 mins

UV Clue: Use Poster

UV Clue: Fake Clue

UV Clue: Use Cipher

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9



What did we 
Want to 
Teach?

PHISHING DECRYPTION

TEAMWORK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It should be things that security wants people to learn first, then design the puzzles around them.Identify phishing emails in a real-life way:  With most users going through hundreds of emails as day, it should not be that hard to have the user go through only eight to identify the one real email among seven fakes.  We did use the same phishing email simulator that we use to in our agency phishing campaign to make the phishing as real as possible.Simple decryption: having users manually decrypt a clue found at the bottom of the emails using a cypher key. We also had brute force as a form of decryption. Encouraging Teamwork, while not security skill, we had most teammates/co-workers/peers sharing information and teaching each other what to look for when trying to find phishing emails.  It was great hearing good advice not coming directly from security.



Phishing 
Example



Goals for our Agency

INCREASING EMPLOYEE 
ENGAGEMENT

AWARENESS FOR 
CYBERSECURITY MONTH

TRAINING WHILE AVOIDING 
NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES



Increase 
Employee 

Engagement

Use of teams and 
leaderboards.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using teams help us improved internal communication and created new relationships, thus improving employee engagement.Can create drive to beat current times and encourages employee engagement.



Make it 
Enjoyable for the 
Users

Keep it short; under 30 minutes.

Rewards instead of punishments.

Minimum of two, max of five users per group.

Keep the excitement level up.

Every puzzle does not have to relate to security.

Know your intended audience.



Users who “Broke Out”



Users who “Broke Out”



The Wow 
Moment

Users requesting more 
active learning like this. 

Users encouraging other 
employee to participate.

Users truly understanding 
security concepts.



Feedback Received from Agency Employee's



Feedback Received from Agency Employee's



Feedback 
Received 

from Agency 
Employee’s



Resources and 
References

• We would like to give credit to Linda Ludwig of 
Grinnell College. Link to her Escape Room is 
here.

• Supplies available at our agency.
• $100
• Texas Administrative Code §202.24
• All escape room files will be available by 

contacting Jamie or David.

https://events.educause.edu/special-topic-events/security-professionals-conference/2019/agenda/cybersecurity-awareness-escape-rooms--join-the-fun


Questions?

Please feel free to contact us for 
escape room files or more 
information. 

jamie.turner@twc.state.tx.us

david.luna@twc.state.tx.us

mailto:jamie.turner@twc.state.tx.us
mailto:david.luna@twc.state.tx.us
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